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Under the background of economy globalization and knowledge-based 
economy, intangible assets transactions within the multinational companies are 
growing increasingly, this article is focus on the research of the above mentioned 
phenomenon, to discuss legal principle and institution construction of tax  
arrangement strategy. 
The whole article, based on the concept of intangible assets, defined as the 
logical starting point, explained from the accounting point of view of the connotation 
and extension of intangible assets interpretation, analyzed the uncertainty, 
intangibility, dependence, exclusiveness and the value changeability of the intangible 
assets, then derived the motivation, internal mechanism, the basic means used of the 
transfer pricing of intangible assets for tax avoidance, and the negative impact of the 
tax system on the host country.  
On this basis, starting from the summarized meanings and properties of 
intangible assets transfer pricing, systematically analyzed the five principles of 
taxation arrangements of transfer pricing of intangible assets, i.e. arm’s-length 
principle, best method principle, comparability principle, the principle of attribution 
of recognized ownership and the global distribution formula. 
    Furthermore, guided by the above mentioned principles, on the basis of 
transaction and profits, the article analyzed fundamental methods of taxation system 
adjustment of intangible assets transfer pricing – comparable price method and 
comparable profit method, and used mathematical and simulation models to analyze 
the actual use of the two adjustment methods . 
Then combined with theoretical analysis, systematically analyzed assorted 
system about tax adjustment of intangible assets transfer pricing, which including the 
subject of tax adjustment, tax adjustment methods, retrospective adjustment rules, 













In conclusion, combined with our current anti-tax avoidance legislation and 
practical effects, used the experience of United States’ and other countries’ taxation 
system of intangible assets transfer pricing as a source, put forward policy suggestions 
to complete taxation law system of transfer pricing of intangible assets in China. 
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第 1 章 导论 
1.1  研究意义 
放眼世界经济发展历程，一体化已成为全球经济不可逆转的潮流。尤其是





















税所得额 161 亿元，补税 21 亿元，补税比上年增加 8.5 亿元，增长 69%，是开
































































































































































































    （1）论文对转让定价税制的研究从实际规则角度分析比较，但理论分析仍
显得较为单薄，不够深入。 
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